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This paper is concerned with the differential equation 
on the half-space X= {?c E R”: x1 > 0}, where n 2 2. and ,U is a complex 
number. The differential operator x:P is strictly hyperbolic on X, and 
degenerate on the boundary 3X= {O} x R”-l, where the principal symbol 
vanishes, 
For n = 2, Eq. (0.1) can be reduced to the Euler-Darboux equation by 
setting u - xl;v. For n > 2, it is a generalization of the Euler-Darboux 
equation which has received less attention than the Euler-Poisson-Darboux 
equation. which, in a form similar to (0. 1), can be written as 
The crucial difference between these two equations is that the singular hgper- 
surface x, = 0 is space-like with respect to the principal symbol for (0.2), but 
time-Iike for (0.1). So it is natural to consider a singular Cauchy problem for 
(0.2). The literature on this is extensive; for a recent survey: see [2]. On the 
other hand, it is more appropriate to discuss some form of singular initiai- 
boundary value problem for (0.1); instead of giving, say the boundary value 
of u on x1 = 0, one has to select a solution that has prescribed behaviour 
consistent with the equation. For such a problem when n = 2, see [7]; the 
present paper is a generalization of this. 
The primary objective of this paper is to construct global fundamental 
solutions of P. A forward fundamental solution of P is a distribution G.t 
such that 
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where 6, is the Dirac measure with unit mass at the point y E X, backward 
fundamental solutions are defined similarly. The terminology is suggested by 
the fact that the principal part of P is the first member of the wave equation, 
so that one can regard x, as time, and x’ = (xi ,..., x, _ ,) as a point in space. 
Locally, that is to say in a sufficiently small neighborhood of y, the 
distribution Gz is determined uniquely by (0.3), as the theory of linear 
second-order hyperbolic equations on a boundaryless manifold can then be 
applied. It can be constructed for example, by the method of M. Riesz. (One 
can thus give an explicit representation of the solution of the initial value 
problem relative to x,~ = 0 in {x E X: 1x,( < x,}. For an equation more 
general than (0.1) this has been done by Fox [5].) The forward boundary of 
the set in which this theory can be used is the characteristic that is the 
reflection of the forward characteristic one with vertex y in the boundary of 
X. The form of the local fundamental solution suggests a method, which is a 
variant of Riesz’ procedure, for extending it to a solution of (0.3) defined on 
all of X. (For the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation, a similar method is 
developed in [3].) It turns out that the fundamental solution in question has 
the property that x;“G,T is smooth up to c%, in a sense made precise in 
Section 3. 
As P is unchanged when p is replaced by 1 -p, the construction actually 
gives two forward (and two backward) fundamental solutions, in general; 
there is an exceptional case, p - i E (2, when the “second” fundamental 
solution is of a different form. By means ot these two fundamental solutions, 
one can write down two solutions u and U’ of (0.1) when f E a’(X), such 
that u = u’ = 0 when x, & 0, and that x;“u and x;‘u’ respectively, are 
smooth up to XK As x:P has a Fuchsian singularity at x, = 0, this is in 
accordance with the local theory of such singularities [I]. One may assume 
without loss of generality that Rep > 4. It can be shown that, if f has 
compact support, then a solution u of (0.1) is uniquely determined by the 
two properties that u = 0 if x, < 0, and that X;‘U is smooth up to X. 
The scope of these results can be extended by observing that, if p is a 
complex number, then 
n-1 
2P x;“P(xfu)=Bt,u- x a;?J--p+ cu-P)cu-P--1) u. (03) 2 
j=l Xl 
The uniqueness theorem for P just referred to actually holds if Re,u > 0. So, 
by taking p = p, one finds that, if Rep > 0, and f is a given distribution with 
compact support, then there is one and only one u E g’(X) such that 
n-1 
a;v- x c3;v-+l=l; 
j=l 
v=Oifx,<O, v is smooth up to 3-X. 
(0.5) 
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This equation may be called a generalized axisymmetric wave equation 
It is a matter of some interest o determine how the singularity of the local 
fundamental solution, which is supported on the forward characteristic one 
with vertex J: is reflected at the boundary. This is of course of particular 
significance when Rep > 0, as Gl is then uniquely determined by (0.3) and 
its behaviour at X. In Section 4, detailed representations of G,+ are derived 
which exhibit the reflected singularity. The fact that such representations can 
be obtained readily is perhaps the chief merit of the method developed here. 
Indeed‘ if one just wants to prove the existence of a solution of, say, (O.,i), it 
is simpler to use a Fourier-Laplace transform in (x, ,..., x~). This actually 
has an advantage: provided that Rep > 0, it also gives the existence of a 
solution of (0.5) when the support off, considered a a subset of the closure 
of X, meets 8X. The proof is outlined at the end of Section 3. 
The differential operator P is related, by a trivial transformation, to the 
d’Alembertian of the Lorentzian manifold with constant negative curvature 
which results when X is equipped with the metric (&2, - idx’/‘)/$. 
However, Eq. (0.1) arises perhaps more naturally as an intermediate step in 
the discussion of 
H-1 
32,~ c QJ--~~JJ--$L$,U=F, 
j=l -x1 Xl 
where d, is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on an m-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold M, and the domain of definition of (0.6) is XX M. Two cases are 
of particular interest. In the first case, M is a connected open subset of S”’ l7 
with the usual Riemannian structure induced by the Euclidean metric on 
iR m “; a boundary condition, such as U = 0 on X x &U, must be added. This 
includes the classical problem of wave propagation in a corner or in the 
exterior of a wedge, for which the Green’s function is well known. The 
second case is that of C”O submanifold of S”‘+!, where I> 0: again with the 
induced metric. This corresponds to wave propagation on a class of 
submanifolds of IR”+“+l with a conical singularity. We hope to discuss (0.6) 
in a subsequent paper. 
1 
We begin by applying Hadamard-Riesz theory to the operator P. The 
principal part of P is the d’Alembertian 
2;. (1.1) 
j=l 
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One can think of x’ = (*or ,..., x,-,) as spatial variables and of x, as time. 
The characteristics, and the local dependence domains,-of P are the same as 
those of the wave equation. Now for this equation, on R”, the two sets 
b’(y) = {x E R”: x, > y, + Ix’ - JI’I}, 
D-(y) = {x E R”: X” q yn + Ix’ - y’l} (1.2) 
are, respectively, the forward and backward dependence domain of the point 
y E R”. They are the closures of the interiors of the forward and backward 
characteristic ones with vertex y. A connected open set D c Rn can then be 
called with vertex y. A connected open set Q c R” can then be called a 
causal domain for the wave equation if, for any two points y and z in X2, 
such that z E D+(JJ), the set 6’(y) I’? s-(z) is contained in Q. 
Accordingly, we define, for the operator P on X, the forward and 
backward dependence domains of a point y E X by 
D’(y)={?cEX:x,~y,+Ix’-y’I}=d+(r)nx, 
D-(y)=(xEX:x,~y,-lx’-y’I)=6-(y)nx. 
(1.3) 
A connected open set Q c X is then, by definition, a causal domain for P if 
it is a causal domain for q . Evidently, this means that, for two points y and 
z of 0, D+(y)n D-(z) is either an empty of a compact subset of X, so that 
x, is then bounded away from zero on it. 
Such a causal domain Q can be considered as a Lorentzian manifold with 
the metric dxS, - (dx’ I*, and P restricted to B is then a non-degenerate linear 
second-order hyperbolic operator. If is self-adjoint with respect o Lebesgue 
measure dx (which is also the invariant volume element). It follows (see, for 
example, [6]) that there is a unique distribution E E @‘(Q x Q), the 
fundamental kernel of P on Q, such that 
JWx) E(x, Y> = P@,J E(x, Y> T 4x, Y>, 
SuppEc{(x,y)EQx~:xED+(y)}. 
(1.4) 
Here 6(x, J') is the Dirac kernel, 
The kernel E is a regular kernel: the two maps CF(f2) + Q’(Q) generated by 
E, by virtue of the identities 
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are in fact continuous maps C:(Q) --t C”(Q). They extend to continuous 
maps 8”@2) + g’(Q). Thus one also has 
E . V(Y) = (EJ, P), tE . P(Y) = (E,‘, v;v cp E cgw>, (1.7) 
where E,: and E,: are elements of G’:(Q) which are, respectively, the forward 
and backward fundamental soiutions of P in Q: 
PE; = PEJ = 6 
Y’ 
Supp E; c D+(Y), Supp E, c D-(y). 
(1-8) 
The fundamental kernel E can be constructed explicitly by M. Riesz’ 
method. Before doing so, we make the following observation. If x E iR”, let j;c’ 
be the image of x in c!IX= {O/ x (RN-‘: 
x’ = (-X,) x2 )...) x,) = (2, XJ. (1.9) 
Put 
..~={(x,~‘)EXxX’:lx,-yy,[<!x’-~j=(X-y’j~ (1.10) 
and, for any point y E X, 
s-(y) = {x E x: (x, y) E .3-l 
= {x E x: yn - lx’ - $1 < x, < y, + lx’ - Yl}. 
(l.llj 
One then has 
(1.12) LEMMA. If l2 c X is a causal domain, rhen .f2 x l2 c S. 
Proof We first show that, if y is a point in X and Q is a causal 
neighborhood of y, then D E .Z( y). Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a 
point z E 92 with z, > y, that is not in .X-(y), so that, by (1.1 l), 
z, > yn + (z’ - g 1. 
Now Z(p) is the open neighborhood of y bounded by the reflections, in ax, 
of the characteristic cones with vertex y. So it is clear that, with X viewed as 
a subset of R”, the straight line joining y to i is also time-like or null. These 
two lines meet at a point w E 3X. and obviously w E DT(y) n D-(z). This 
contradicts the hypothesis that Q is a causal domain. A similar argument 
shows there is no z E B with z, < yn that is not in X(y). The assertion of 
the lemma now follows, since a causal domain 52 is a causal neighborhood of 
each of its points. 
We shah now use Riesz’ method to contruct the fundamental kernel of P. 
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This will give a distribution in W(S), which we also denote by E(x, y), and 
it is then clear from Lemma 1.12 that if B cX is a causal domain, then 
E ) D x Q is the fundamental kernel of P in 8. 
Consider, first, the d’Alembertian 0 on 9”. Put 
y = y(x, 4’) = (x, - y,)” - 1 x’ - y’ I?; (1.13) 
this is the square of the Lorentzian distance of x and y. Let 1 E C, Re )L > 0, 
and put 
(1.14) 
Then, with y+ = y if y > 0 and y+ = 0 if y < 0, 
E.1 = C,(l) H(x, - Y,) Y-t- ‘p-(4, (1.15) 
where H( . ) is the Heaviside function, is locally integrable and satisfies 
q -G+, =E,, ReA>O. (1.16) 
One can therefore define a distribution g>{ E Q’(F?” x IR”) which is an 
analytic function of 1 on C by setting 
where k is a positive integer chosen such that Re 31 + k > 0. This satisfies 
(1.16) for all ,I E C. The crucial point is that one can show that 
Cl l,l = 1 -d/2 = 4% Y). 
It follows that 
12 = E,, (.i=2-no 
is the fundamental kernel of 0 on IR”. 
To extend this method to P, one first constructs a formal series 
@,1(X, y) = C,(n) 5 uj(x, Y> (y(x y))" +j- ' r;n +j) ’ (1.17) j=O 
where now (x, y) E XX X, Re 1 > 0, and U, = 1, which satisfies 
(1.18) 
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A computation shows that this will be the case if the 0; satisfy the transport 
equations 
2 
i 
j> 1. 
Given that U,, = 1, one can easily show by induction that the relevant 
solutions of these equations are 
Uj=Aj(4x,yI)-j, A,= 1, jAj=(j-,B)(j+/J- l)Al-,, jgz 1. (1.19) 
Recall now that, if a, b and c are complex numbers, with c # 0, -I,... then 
the hypergeometric series is, by definition, 
F(a, b; c; t) = ,To w P, 
- . 
J 
where 
(U)o = 1, (a)j = I(a + j)/r(a) = U(a + 1) ‘*. (a + j- 1)~ .i> 1, 
and (b)j, (c)~ are defined similarly; the series converges if ) t\ < 1. So it is 
clear from (1.17) and (1.19) that 
Qi.\ = C,(,l) y’- IF@, 1 - ,u; )L; z)/I’(k), (1.2Oj 
where 
z = 2(x, y) = --I-- = 
(x, - y,)’ - lx’ - 4” I2 
4x1 YI 4x,y, - 
We can now state the principal result of this section. 
(1.22) THEOREM. Let (x, y) E S, let A E C with Re 2 > 0, and put 
Y+l-’ 
E.&C7 Y> = C,@)fwi - J’,)~F@, 1 -PuA;z), (1.23) 
so that E, EL?‘(S) and 
suppE,c {(x, y)EX-:xED’(y)]. 
Then: 
(i) There is a unique E, E S?“(Z), which is an analytic function of A 
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on 6, that is equal to the second member of (1.23) when Re A. > 0. This 
distribution satisJies 
for all 1 E 6; furthermore, 
E, L , -w2 = 4~ Y), 
where 6(x, y) is the Dirac kernel (1.5). 
(ii) rf D c X is a causal domain, then 
(1.25) 
(1.26) 
E=E, ll=2-d2, (1.27) 
restricted to L? x R, is the fundamental kernel of P in 0. 
ProoJ This is omitted, as it an exercise in Hadamard-Riesz theory 
([IO]; see also [6]). The only point to note is that, by (1.21), 
1 _ z = (x, - YJ’ - @’ - 7)’ 
4X,Y, 
so that the definition (1.10) of X is equivalent o 
As-= ((x, y)E&Z< 1). (1.28) 
Thus O<Z< 1 if (x, y)EsuppE,; it follows that the hypergeometric series 
in the second member of (1.23) converges, and can be differentiated term-by- 
term. As we can write (1.23) in terms of (1.20), 
E,(x, Y) = W,, - Y,) @A(-G Y), 
it is clear from the construction of Qn by means of (1.17) and (1.18), that 
(1.25) holds when Re ,I is sufficiently large. The remaining statements in part 
(i) of the theorem now follow from the general theory, which involves 
analytic continuation of E, (as a distribution) with respect o the parameter 
,I. Furthermore, it is obvious from (1.24), (1.25) and (1.26), and the 
symmetry property E,(x, y) = E,(y, x), also preserved under analytic 
continuation, that 
f’(a,)E = W,)E = 6(x, Y), 
suppEc ((x,y)ES-:xED+(y)}. 
By (1.4) and Lemma 1.12, part (ii) of the Theorem is thus an immediate 
consequence of part (i). 
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The two fundamental solution E,’ and EJ can be derived from E, or 
obtained directly by analytic continuation in A from the functions E,(., y) 
and E,(Y, .>. 
We conclude the section by writing out E and the fundamental solution 
E,’ in more detail. For convenience, we put 
c, = C,(2 - $2) = l/27? - ‘. (1.29) 
Suppose first that n is odd, say n = 2m + 1, m = 1,2,... . Then one can 
formally put A = 2 - fn = 4 - m in (1.23), to obtain 
E(x, Y) = ctl l-($-m) W-G - YJ Y 
y2+F(u, 1 -&-m ;z>. ( 1.30) 
If L! is a causal domain and p E Cr(J2) one then has 
with the right-side interpreted as the finite part of the divergent integral if 
m > 1 (so that n > 3). 
If n = 2, then 2 - $n = 1, and one can again put A = 1 in (1.23). This 
gives 
E(x, Y) = +X(X, Y) F@, 1 ---pi1 ;Z), (1.31) 
where 
x(x, Y) = 1 if x~>Y~+Ix,-Y,I~ 
=o if x,<Y,+jx,-Y,l. 
If n is even and n > 2, say n = 2m, m = 2,3 ,...) then 2 - fn = 2 - m < 0, and 
the first m - 2 terms in the series expansion of (1.23), 
become distributions supported on ((x, y) E X: x, - y, - /x’ - y’ 1 = 01 as 
A -+ 2 -m. We omit the detailed computation, which can be found in [6], 
and only state the result: 
m-2 @)j(l --Er). 
E(x,v)=c y 
” j,o 
J H(x, - y,) 8”-2-yy) 
$(4x, YJ 
= C?lX(X~ Y)(4-x, v,>‘-” cu),-I(1 -Pu)m-I 
(1.33) 
(m - l)! 
F(,u+m--l,m--p;mm;Z), 
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where x is again defined by 
x(x, 4’) = 1 if x, > Y, + Ix’ - y’(, 
=o if x, < Y, + Ix’ - y’ 1, 
so that x(., ~7) is the characteristic function of Dt (y). The contributions of 
the singular terms in (1.33) to Ef are distributions upported on the forward 
characteristic one with vertex y. They can be computed by formally treating 
H(x, - yn) P - * -j’(y) as the pullback of P-*-j)(~) E L@‘(R) under the 
map ?r --f (*Y, y), restricted to {xn > y,}. For example, if n = 4, one has, for 
v, E C?(a), where Q is a causal domain, 
+~W) _ 
Eh J F(u + 1,2 -,B; 2; z)(x,J7,)-1V(X) dx (1.34) D +O’) 
The hypergeometric series in (1.30), (1.31) and (1.33) all diverge on the 
“forward” boundary of S, where x, - yn = Ix’ - y’ I and Z = 1. 
2 
We shall now construct a fundamental kernel for P by a variant of Riesz’ 
method. We are looking for a distribution G(x, ~7) E @‘(XX X) such that 
P(B,)G = P(B,JG = 6(x, Y), suppGc{(x,y)EXXX:xED+(y)}. 
(Compare (1.4).) These conditions do not determine G uniquely, but it 
follows from Theorem 1.22 that the restriction of any such distribution to Z 
must be equal to E. We therefore begin by determining a function 
G,(x, y) E C’(X x X), which is an analytic function of 1 when ReL is 
sufficiently large, and which satisfies 
JVx) G,(xv Y> = P@,) G,(xv Y> = G,t- ,(x, u), G, jZ=E<,. (2.1) 
Now (1.23) can be written as 
F(u, 1 -,u; 1; Z). (2.2) 
This suggests that one can seek to satisfy (2.1) by setting 
G,(x, Y) = C,@> ff(x,, - Y,)(~x, Y,)~-‘W), (2.3) 
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where the function Y, which is to be determined, also ‘depends on 1 and ,D. A 
straightforward computation, which is omitted, gives the following: 
(2.4) LEMMA. Assume that YE C’(R) and that Y(O) = Y’(0) = 0. Then. 
with G, given by (2.3), one has 
P(ax) G, = C,(A - 1) H(x, - y,)(4x, y,)%P’(z) 
+ C,(A) x;~H(x,, - Y,)(~x, ~J~-~Ly/(zj, P-5) 
where 
LY(~)=~(l-~)Y”+(2-~)(1-21;)Y-(U+l-,/2)(2-,U-~)Y. (2.6) 
Likewise, P(;i,,) G(x, y) is equal to the second member of (2.51, with the 
factor x;’ in the last term replaced by Y;~. 
It is clear from (2.5) that, if (2.3) is to satisfy (2.1), one must have 
L Y = 0. This is a hypergeometric equation, which can be brought into the 
standard form 
[(l-QY”+(c-((a+b+l)<)Y’-ubY=O 
by setting 
P-k+l=a, 2-p-/1=& 2--/l==. 
As Z < 1 when (x, JJ) E %, we only need a solution of LY = 0 for < > 1. Let 
us assume, for the time being, that Rep > 0. Then LY = 0 always has the 
solution, for c > 1, 
A[-‘F(a, 1 + a -c; 1 + a -b; 5-l) = A~+-‘F(,D + 1 - &fi; 2~; <-I), (2.7) 
where A is a constant. We shall chose this so that Y is continuous at 5 = 1~ 
The hypergeometric series F(u, b; c; t) converges at t=l if 
Re(c - a - b) > 0, and its sum is then 
F(u, b; c; 1) = 
T(c) T(c - a - 6) 
T(c-u)T(c-b)’ 
So, if one assumes that Re A > 1, one has 
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One therefore obtains a continuous function !P((r) which satisfies L Y= 0 on 
W\{O, 1) if one puts Y = PA,,, where 
Ik,,, + JIP, 1 -Pu;& 0 if d< 1, 
G) 
(2.8) 
= WP) m - Pu) 
[2-e-‘F(,u+ 1 -A,,u;~P;<-‘) if c> 1. 
Expanding the series, and differentiating (as one may) term-by-term, one 
finds that 
VA,,(C) = PA-l,,K> (2.9) 
on W\{O, I}. Now, if ReA > 3, then clearly PA,, E C’(IFi\{ I}), and both 
&I and p,,-2,rr are continuous at [= 1. It thus follows from (2.9) that 
Y,l,, E C2(lR) if ReA > 3. The hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied, and 
the second member of (2.5) reduces to GA-i because of (2.9) and LYA,, = 0; 
finally, one has G, 1 S = E, by virtue of (2.8) and (2.2). We have therefore 
proved: 
(2.10) LEMMA. Assume that Re ,u > 0 and Re A > 3, and put 
G,(xv Y) = ‘W) fk, - Y,)(~x, Y,)*-‘%,JZh (2.11) 
where Z = Z(x, y) and ul,,, is given by (2.8). Then G,l E C’(X XX), and it 
satisfies (2.1). 
We shall now show that G,, as an element of P(X X X), can be defined 
for all (A, p) E C2 by analytic continuation in the parameters, and yields a 
fundamental kernel of P when A= 2 - fn. We shall need some technical 
lemmas. 
(2.12) LEMMA. There is a unique distribution H,(t) E W(R) that is an 
analytic function of ,I on C, and which is equal to the function rk-‘/r(A) 
when Re 1 > 0. Furthermore, 
Wt) = H,-,(t) (2.13) 
and 
Huj = d(j), j= 0, I,... . (2.14) 
Proo$ This is a well-known elementary result in the theory of 
distributions. If Re 1 > 0 then 
(H,, 9) =&I” t”-‘v(t) dt, v, (5 WW), (2.15) 
0 
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is an analytic function of it; more precisely, it is an analytic function 
(n E C: Re I > 0) --t Q’(R). If k is a positive integer and Re /1 > -k one can 
define 1 by setting it equal to Hikik, that is to say by 
This reduces to (2.15), by repeated integration by parts, if Re I > 0. As k 
can be taken arbitrarily large, this rule gives the required distribution; 
uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of analytic continuation. 
It is clear that (2.13) holds both in the usual sense, and as an identity 
between distributions, when ReA is sufficiently large; its validity for all /1 
also follows from the uniqueness of analytic continuation. Finally, one 
evidently has H,(t) = H(t), the Heaviside function. When it = -j, J > 0, one 
can take k = j + 1 in the definition, and this gives (2.14). 
Similarly, one can define a distribution that is equal to t”+- ‘( 1 - t)“,- ’ 
when Re,u > 0. But this is just the pullback of H,(s) under the map 
t -+ s = t(1 - t). For this has only to be defined as a pullback of a 
distribution in a neighborhood of s = 0, the singular support of H,(s), and 
one then has ds/dt f 0. We shall therefore notate this distribution as 
H,(t(l - t>). Our next lemma gives the analytic continuation of the function 
!P ,,.U, viewed as a distribution. 
(2.16) LEMMA. The convolution 
Yv,,,(C) = H,(C(l - 5)) * H,,,K) E g’(D) (2.!7) 
is an analytic function of (A, y) on C2, and it is equal to the function PA,, 
defined by (2.8) when Re fi > 1, Re(1 - p) > 1. 
Proof. As H,(C(l - 5)) has compact support, the existence of the second 
member of (2.17) is assured, and it is evidently an analytic function 
c2-+ !Y(rn). . 
When Re,u > 1 and Re(A - ,u) > I one has 
u1,,,(0 = l Tcu) m - PI J P-‘(1 - t)“;-‘(c- !): “-I dt, (2.18j 
which is a continuous function, trivially zero when C > 0. If 0 < C < 1, the 
substitution t -+ iJ gives 
y~/-j = l*-’ (’ p-1(1 - t)A-“-‘(1 - lJ)-’ dt, 
ml w -PI 0 
o<(-< 1. 
(2.18’) 
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For C > 1, one can write (2.18) as 
It is well known that 
F(a, b; c; s) = T(c) ’ 
T(b) r(c - b) J 
t-(1 -c)‘-~-(I -st)-“dc 
o 
provided that Re c > 0, Re(c - b) > 0 and (say) 0 <s < 1. This shows that 
(2.18’) and (2.18”) are the same as (2.8) when Rep > 1, Re(A -p) > 1, on 
IR\{O, I}, and as both functions are continuous, the lemma is proved. 
The analytic continuation of G,, as an element of W(X X X), is obtained 
by combining Lemmas 2.10 and 2.16. For this purpose, the function p.k,,(Z) 
has to be replaced by the pullback of the distribution YA,,([) under the map 
(x, y) -+ 6 = 2(x, .Y). This is well defined if one omits the critical set of 2, 
which we now compute. 
By (1.21), one has 
z = 6, - YJ2 - lx’ - Y’ I2 
4% Yl 
so that 
n-1 
dZ= & (C-G - y&k - 4’“) - 1 (xj - yjWj - &I) 
j=l 
-z (?+A%). 
Setting dZ = 0 one obtains, first, 
xj- yj=o, j = 2,..., k, z = -(x, - J’$/4X, y. 
One is then left with 
O=dZ= $x;;’ (d,u, - dy,) 
1 1 
(2.19) 
so that x1 - y, = 0. So the critical set of Z(x, y) is the diagonal A of X x X, 
and Y,I,,([) E W(lF?) pulls back, under @, y) + Z, to a distribution 
Y.i,,(Z(x, y)) E g’(X x x\A). On the other hand, G, ( 37 = E, if Rep > 0 
and Re A > 0. By Theorem 1.22, E, can be continued analytically as a 
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distribution-valued function of I on C, and it is evidently also an analytic 
function of (&,u) on C2, since one has 
where k is a sufftciently large positive integer. We can thus define 
G, E S’(X x X) for all 1 and p by setting 
By the uniqueness of analytic continuation, (2.1) remains valid as an identity 
between distribution. Now 
by Theorem 1.22.Again as 
C,(A) = l/n~*-~22*+“-3r(#l+ +n - I), 
it is clear that G, +O in @‘(XxX/.4) as /2-+ 1 --t/z. Hence 
G(x, Y> = G,(x, Y) L2-n/2 (2.21) 
satisfies 
P(B,)G = P(L$)G = 6(x, y), suppGc{(x,y)EXxX:xED+(y)}. (2.22) 
the outer bound for the support of G being immediate from the definition, So 
G is a fundamental kernel of P, and we have proved the first part of the 
following theorem: 
(2.23) THEOREM. The distribution G E Z?‘(X x X) defined by (2.20) and 
(2.21) is a fundamental kernel of P. Moreover, it is a regular kernel: the 
mapscp-+G.qandv+tGeW,definedby 
as maps G”(X) -+ z%‘(x), are in fact continuous maps CT(x) -+ Cso(x)3 and 
extend to continuous maps Z’(x) + W(x). 
Proof: It remains to show that G is a regular distribution kernel. The 
only difficulty is the singularity on the diagonal, and this can be bypassed by 
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appealing to Theorem 1.22. Let a(t) E C”(W) be such that a(t) = 0 if t < d 
and a(([) = 1 if t > $, and put 
Then 
1 I z > (Xl + Y,Y - (-%I - YtJ2 
/ 
4x1 Yl 
0’ 
By (1.28), this implies that supp a, c ,X. On the other hand, it is clear that 
x, > yn when (x, y) E supp 0,. Hence 
G = Gu, + Go, = G(O) + G(l’, (2.24) 
say, where, by (2.20) and (2.21), 
G(O) = uo(x, Y) E(x, Y), supp G”’ c S-, (2.25) 
G”’ = C,(2 - $)(4x, Y,)‘-‘@a,(~, Y> ~~+,,,,(Z(A Y>>, 
supp G”’ c (X x XjA) n (x, > y,}, (2.26) 
each distribution being defined as an element of @‘(XX X) in the obvious 
way. 
It follows from Theorem 1.22 by a routine argument that, for any 
XE GVXX), 
(G(O), X) =I (Ei(*)v Oo(Xj)X(xj>> dx
(2.27) 
= I (E,+ (*>7 Uo(‘r Y> xc., Y)) dY, 
where Ef and Ey are the fundamental solutions of P associated with E. 
(These are defined by (1.7), and with the notation of (1.11) one has 
E; E P’(X(x)), E; E W(.%( y)).) It is an immediate consequence of (2.27) 
that G(O) is a regular distribution kernel. 
To deal with G(l), one can use standard properties of wave front sets. It is 
an easy exercise to show from (2.17) that 
WV’,,,(O) = PI x (R\O)” 11 I x P\W 
It therefore follows from (2.26) and [9, Theorem 2.5.11’1 that the wave front 
set of G”’ is contained in the union of the normal bundles of 
{(x, y) E xx x: (x, - y,)’ - Ix’ - y’ I2 = 0, x, > y,} 
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and 
In vieti of this, [9, Theorem 25.141 implies that C”’ is a regular kernel. So 
the theorem now follows from (2.24). 
(2.28) Note. One can also derive fundamental solutions of P from the 
kernel G. Indeed, it is evident that, if IJJ E C?(X) then 
G - ~(4 = (G;(w), P(.)), tG - KY) = iG,fC;h cd.>), (2.29) 
where G; and G,‘, each of which is a C”O function X-t @‘(X), are respec- 
tively backward and forward fundamental solutions of P: 
P&J G, = a,, supp G; = D - (x), 
P@,) G; = a,, supp G; = L?+(y). 
(2.3Oj 
3 
By definition, the fundamental kernel G yields solutions of the equation 
Pu =f, provided that f has compact support: 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let f E i?‘(X) and put 
u=G-f, u-=‘G*f: (3.2) 
Then 
Pu=J; supp u c D’ (supp f), (3.3) 
and 
Pu- =A suPP n - c D-(supp f). (3.4) 
ProoJ Suppose first that f E C?(X), so that u E Coo(X). Then, for any 
9 E wm7 
(Pu, ut) = (u, PP) = (G, Pu, 0 f), 
and so it follows from (2.22) that Pu = jI Also, 
suppG.fcsuppGosupp& 
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where supp G is interpreted as a relation. Now 
suppGc {(x,y):xED+(~‘)} 
so that 
supp U c u ~+(Y)=~+(suPPs). 
YESUPPS 
The analogous properties of u- are proved in the same way, taking into 
account that x E D+(y) if and only if 4’ E D-(x). Alternatively, (3.4) can be 
deduced from (3.3), since P is invariant under the time-reversal map 
(x’, XJ -+ (x’, -xJ. 
When f E Z’(X), then G . f can be computed as the adjoint of the map 
v+‘G-v, (G&P,)=(J;~GQP,), where u, E C?(X). So (3.3) for the 
distribution case follows from (3.4) for the Cr case, and vice versa. 
We shall now consider the behaviour of u = G . f when x, -+ 0. We begin 
with the following observation. Assume for simplicity that 2~ # 0, -I,... . If 
x,>y,+Ix’-y”l, then Z> 1, and one can put A=2--fn in (2.11). By 
(2.8), this gives 
G(x, y)= C(4~~r,)“y’-~-~‘liCu+~n- 1,~ 2,u;4x,y,/y), 
where C is a constant and y = (,u, - JJ,)’ - Ix’ - 4” 12. SO 
G(x, y) / {(x, Y): x, > Y, + Ix’ - 3 I/ = (X1 Y,>“@(& Y>, (3.5) 
where @ extends in an obvious way to a C”O function on 
{(x, y) E R” x R”: x, > y, + max(/x’ - y’l, 1x1-7 Yl)}. 
From this it is not difficult to show that, in the interior of the set 
z= (-) {D+(y):l:E supp F} 
one has 
x;“u = (f(u), y: @(X? u>). 
Hence x;“u ( 2 is smooth up to the boundary of X 
Guided by this, we shall examine the behaviour of x;@u and show that it 
is smooth up to the boundary. In the C”O case this just means that ?c;%(s) 
extends by continuity to a function in Cm(X). When f E Z’(X), smoothness 
up to the boundary can be defined as follows (compare [8]). As Pu =f; and 
f has compact support, there is a 6 > 0 such that Pu = 0 on (0, S) x R’-‘. 
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By the partial hypoellipticity of P, this implies that there is a (distribution- 
valued) function U(x,) E P((0, S); LP(iR’-‘)) such that 
(u, cp> =j (U(x,), dx, > *)) dx, 3 a, E C,“((O, S) x W-l). 
Accordingly, we shall say that v E Q’(X) is smooth up to 2X if there is an 
E > 0 and a V(x,) E P([O, E); P(lR”-l)) such that 
In the sequel, v will of course just be x;“u. 
(3.7) THEOREM. Let f E a’(X) or f E C?(X), and put u = G . J Then 
x;% is smooth up to 8X. 
Proof: We shall again use analytic continuation in the parameters. If
Re P > 1 and Re(L -,u) > 1 then YA,B is the continuous function (2.18). 
Suppose first that f E C?(X). Then it follows from (2.1 l), (2.18), and 
Fubini’s theorem that, for any ,XJJ E CT(X), 
x (4x, Y,)‘f% - Y,) &?f(Y) LA dx 6~. (3.8) 
One can now make a change of variables (t, x, y’, y,) -+ (t, x, y’, s) by setting 
y, = x, - r, where 
Y = (lx’ - y’ I2 + 4x, y1 t $ s)“‘. (3.9) 
The one can write (3.8) as 
where 
with 
v*,Jx) = v4N - f)) 0 f&-,(4 v,(t, s, xl) (3.11) 
~J,(f, s, 4 = s f(y’, x, - r)(4y,)V r dy’. 
(3.12) 
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Let 
6, = inf{ yr : J? E suppf}, &=sup{JJ,:JJEsyppfl; (3.13) 
clearly 0 < 6, < 6, < co. Also, let E and E’ be positive real numbers, with 
0 < E < 6,. Then it is clear from (3.9) and (3.13) that 
r2 > (6, - &)2 - 4&(1 + E’) 6, + s 
ifIxrI<s,-s’<t<l+s’,andyEsuppJ:As 
(6, - &)2 - 4&(1 + E’) 6, = s; > 0 if E = E’ = 0, 
one can find E and E’, with 0 < E < 6,) such that 
r2 > $6: + s if~x,~<sl-c’<t<l+s’,yEsuppJ (3.14) 
Y > $5, > 0 if also s > -#. (3.14’) 
But this implies, by (3.12), that V, is a smooth function of (t, s, x) on 
{(t, s, x) E R x lRn x R”: t E (4, 1 + E’), s E (+q, co), x, E (-&, E)}. 
Again, it follows from the compactness of supp f and (3.14) that, if x E K, a 
compact subset of (--E, E) x IF?“-‘, and t E (-E’, 1 + E’), then there is a 
constant C(K) such that f(j, x, - r) = 0, and hence V, = 0, if s > C(K). 
Finally, it is evident that V, is analytic in ,u. Hence (3.11) defines V,,,(x) by 
analytic continuation for all (12,~) E Cc: and V,,,(X) E Coo((-E, E) x jRn-‘). 
One can thus put 2 - 2 - fn in (3.10) to conclude that 
x;%(x) E C”o([O, E) x IR”-‘), 
and as u E Cm(X), this proves the theorem when f E C?(X). 
The argument in the distribution case is similar. As a distribution with 
compact support is of finite order, and G, E C”(X X x) when Rep > N + 1, 
Re(1- ,D) > N + 1, one has 
if Rep and Re (A - ,D) are sufficiently large. To compute this one can in 
effect use (3.8) again, with s f(v) dy interpreted as the action of a 
distribution. If one now sets x, = yn + r, where r is again given by (3.9), 
then one gets 
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where 
w, = 
I 
&Xl, x* )...) x, _ , ) x, + r)(4y* >Pr- Idx, * * * dx, _ * . 
From these equations and the estimates (3.14), (3.14’) it again follows by 
routine arguments that 
(x;“G - f, 9) = ‘c 2 n(2--n)j(V(x,),9(x,,,))dx,, GEC$(O,E)X~“-lj, 
where 
is defined by analytic continuation in the parameters, and can clearly be 
extended as an element of P((-E, E); g’(mn-‘)), and we are done. 
It has already been noted in the Introduction that the differential operator 
P is unchanged when p is replaced by 1 -p. We can therefore assume 
without loss of generality that Rep > f, retain the fundamental kernel G 
defined by (2.20) and (2.21), and derive a second fundamental kernel G’ of P 
byp--+l---sothat 
G’ = E(, yj3 (Xl Y) E 5, (3,15) 
= C,(2 +W(x,, - y,)t4x,~,)‘-“/~~~-,,,,-,(Z), (x7 Y) EXx x\A. 
This gives nothing new if p = f + k, where k = 0, I,... . For ,u = f this is 
obvious; when k > 1, it will be shown in the next section that 
Y .%,I/?-k = y.wfa+k~ and so G’ = G. On the other hand, (2.8) shows that 
G’ # G for all other ,U (evaluating ul,,,-, as a limit in g’(iR) when k is a 
positive integer). It can be shown that, in the exceptional cases, there is a 
second fundamental solution of the general form (2.3) with A = 2 - fn that 
contains a term in log Z; we shall not go into this. Theorems 3.1 and 3.7 
then give 
(3.16) COROLLARY. Assume that Rep > 4 and y - f f: 0, I,..,, and put 
u = G . f, u’ = G’ . f where f E 8”(X). Then both u and u’ are solutions of 
Pw=f, supp w=D+(suPPf? (3.17) 
and x;%, respectively XT-’ ’ u , is smooth up to ax. If ,u = f + k, k = 0, I,... 
then u’ = u, but there are other solutions of (3.17) that have a Iogarithmic 
singularity as x, + 0. 
It is clear that there is an infinity of solutions of the generalized initial 
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value problem (3.17). Indeed, if g is any distribution with compact support 
such that supp g c D’(suppf), then 
w=G.f+(G-g’).g 
satisfies (3.17), and with a suitably modified G’ this is also true for the 
exceptional values of ,u. But it will now be shown that u = G . f can be 
characterized by its behaviour at the boundary. In fact, we shall prove a little 
more. 
A distribution u E g’(x) will be said to be C’ up to the boundary if (3.6) 
holds for some E > 0 with VE C’([O, a); LT(lR”-I)). 
(3.18) THEOREM. Asume that Re ,u > 0. Let u E W(x) and suppose that 
Pu = 0, that there is a T E R such that u = 0 on {x, < T}, and that x;‘u is 
C’ up to the boundary 8X. Then u = 0. 
Proof. As Pu = 0, the partial hypoellipticity of P with respect to the 
hypersurfaces x, = constant implies that there is a Wd E 
C”O(IR +; 5?‘(lR”-‘)) such that 
For any E > 0, one can thus define a “cut” distribution uE by setting 
P E c.xo (3.20) 
We shall compute Pu’. Put, for k = 1, 2 ,..., 
By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, the @U are distributions, and they are 
continuous function on IR, by hypothesis; so, if Z c IR is a finite interval, 
(@U(x,): x, E I) is a bounded subset of .@‘(lRn-‘). From this it follows that, 
for v, E C?(x), 
w-‘Wx,), 9(x1, *>> = (3 Wx,), Pl 1 *I) + W’Ql>~ 8, P(Xl 7 .))a 
Hence 
(6 WXl)T ~‘(Xl~ *I> - WXl>Y G&l 3 .I) 
= &(@l Wl), P&3 -1) - oml>? a, V,(XlY *))I* 
(3.21) 
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As Pu = 0, it fohows from (3.19) and (3.21) that 
So one can compute Pu’ from (3.20) and (3.21), to obtain 
(Pzf, (0) = (U(E), al&, .>> - (8, U(E)> PC&, .I>? q E C?(x). (3.22) 
We can now prove the theorem. Let v E C?(x) be given, and put 
o = ‘G . I,Y. Then, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.7, 
Pa,=l/L suPP @ - (SUPP w), 
rp=x’;Vb ly E cyiq. 
(3.23) 
The support of uE is evidently contained in (x, > rj, and if 
T’ = sup@,: x E supp w} then supp c {xn < T’} by (3.23). We shall show 
that (u, v) = 0; as this is trivial if T’ < T, we may as well assume that 
T’ > T. Let 0(x,) E Cr(lR) be equal to unity on a neighborhood of [T, F 1. 
Then 
(Pzf, a(x,)p) = (zf, P(a, g?)) = (zf, aP$@} = CUE, w), 
by (3.23), as the derivatives of 0 vanish when x E supp u n supp. So (3.22) 
gives 
(UE, w> = (W), f-7 al&% -1) - (3, U(E), fJP(G a)). (3.24) 
Now v, =x:x and, by hypothesis, U(x,) =x~V(xi), say, where 
VE C’(R’: g’(iR”-I)). Thus (3.24) becomes 
(u”, w) = E’“(( V(E), c&l& .>) - (3, qE), q+G .):I. (3.25) 
As Rep > 0, one can now let E --f 0 to conclude that 
(u, iy) = iii (zf, w) = 05 
and as w can be any function in C?(X), the theorem is proved. 
Combining Theorems 3.1, 3.7, and 3.18, one has 
(3.26) COROLLARY. Assume that Re,u > 0. Then the equation Pu =f; 
where f E a’(X), has one and only one solution u E W(X) such that u = 0 
when x,, 6 0 and x;% is smooth up to 8X. 
(3.27) Remark. It is evident that, throughout this section, one can 
replace the hypothesis f E Z’(X) by (i) the support off, as a subset of X, is 
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disjoint from 3X and (ii) for any x E X, the set D-(x) n supp f is either a 
compact subset of X, or empty. 
Corollary 3.26 can be put into another form of some interest by observing 
that 
2P x;“P(x:v) = q v ---a, v. 
Xl 
(3.28) COROLLARY. Assume that Rep > 0. If f E F(X) is given, then 
there is one and only one o E W(X) such that 
q v-$a,u=f, v = 0 if x, < 0, 
u is smooth up to ax. 
(3.29) 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 breaks down if the hypothesis that the support 
off is disjoint from aX is omitted, but the theorem holds provided that 
Re,u > 0 and that x;“f is smooth up to ax. It seems difficult to deduce this 
directly from (3.8), but there is a straightforward alternative proof by means 
of a Fourier-Laplace transform. In terms of the equivalent equation (3.29) 
one has 
(3.30) THEOREM. Assume that Rep > 0. Suppose thatf (x,, .) E Coo@+; 
g’(IR”-I)), and that there is an A > 0 and a compact set Kc IR”-’ such that 
supp f c (0, A) X K (where f is uiewed as an element of W(X).) Then 
Corollary (3.28) remains valid. 
Remark. By appealing to the compact dependence property, one can 
replace the hypothesis that suppf is compact a posteriori by (ii) of 
Remark 3.27. 
Proof. We shall only sketch this, as it is mainly routine. By 
Theorem 3.18, it is sufficient to prove the existence of a solution of (3.29). 
We first note that f has a Fourier-Laplace transform which is, in fact, 
./lx,, t) = (f (x1, -1, eei(*,.)), 
where r = (& ,..., <,) E C”- ‘, which is C” in x, and analytic in C;. For the 
present purpose it is enough to take &,..., &-, real, and <,, complex with 
Im <,, < 0. From the hypotheses on f it then readily follows that there are 
constants C, > 0 and Nk > 0 such that 
1 a:fh, 01 G c,(l + I t/P ebrmbn, 
where p = inf{x,: x E supp f}. 
k = 0, l,... (3.3 1) 
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We can regard u also as a function R+ -+ 9’(R’z-y). If we assume that G 
has a Fourier-Laplace transform 6(x,, 5) then it follows from (3.29) that, 
formally, 
(3.32) 
where 
a2=r;-(r:+--+rf-,), Ima<O. (3.33 j
It is evident that lo/ < ItI, and it is easy to prove that 
Ima<Im&<O. (3.34) 
To simplify the notation, we put 
v=p-$. 
One can then show that a solution of (3.32) is 
say, where co = n/2i, 
(3.36) 
is the Bessel function of order v of the first kind, and H”’ a Hankel function, 
fq’(2) = i - (J-,(z) - e+ SDiJL,(z)). sin 7rv 
(3,371 
Note that Hr’ is defined by continuity when v is a rational integer; for 
implicity, we exclude this case, but it can also be dealt with. It follows from 
the recurrence relations for cylinder functions and (3.35) that 
k= I,2 ,... . (3.38) 
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Alternatively, one can write (3.35) as 
From this and (3.37) it follows, after some manipulation, that 
+- ,;;;, 1’ (@Jux, t) cl-,(ux,) t2” - CD _“(UX, t) @“(UXJ) 
0 
where 
(3.39) 
Q,(z) = z-“J”(Z) E cya +>, (3.40) 
by (3.36). It is clear from (3.39) that v” is C?’ in (xi, & ,..., rn-,), analytic in 
6, on (Im &, < 0 }, and smooth up to x, = 0. Now it is a simple consequence 
of well-known integral representations of Bessel functions that 
and 
Iz-“Hy’(z)j < c(1 + IImzl)“-’ )Imzl’-*” ei”’ 
provided, in the latter case, that 
Imz<O, u=Reu> -f. 
From these estimates, together with (3.31) and (3.34), one can show that the 
8, 17, k = 0, l,..., are of polynomial growth on IF?-* x (Im c, < 0). For this, 
one has to use (3.38) if, say, x, (u( > 1, and (3.39) if x, ((~1 < 1. So it follows 
first, from the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem (in effect) that v” is the 
Fourier-Laplace transform of a distribution u(x,, .) E g’(lRn-‘) supported 
in (x, > ,8} for each xi E A +. One thus has 
(v,~)=(2n)l-"I u"(T) W) &i p E qyR"-'), 
ImS,=) 
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where qQx, ,..., x,J =p(-x, ,..., -xJ, y < 0 is fixed, and 4 is the 
Fourier-Laplace transform of q. From this it is clear that 
u E P(iii’; @‘(iR”-I)). Finally, as v^ satisfies (X32), ~1 satisfies Eq. (3.28), 
and so the theorem is proved. 
(3.41) Remark. If f is smooth, it is not difficult to establish that 
v E C?(z). In particular, one can take f E C?(X); when Rep > 0, 
Corollary 3.28 then implies that 
u(x) = (G:(x)Mx,Y”, KY>). 
So it follows from (3.35) that, if Rep > 0 and p - 4 @? Z9 
By letting Im <, T 0 one can thus obtain the partial Fourier transform of 6;. 
The Fourier inversion formula then gives an identity which in effect includes 
a classical identity due to MacDonald. This has been used by Thompson 
[ 111 to evaluate a function closely related to GQ when n = 3. 
4 
The forward fundamental solution Gt is related to the fundamental kernel 
G by the identity 
(G:,v)=Gq,, v, E G?(x), 
and satisfies 
P(a,) G; = a,, supp G; c (x: x, > y,i, 
x;~G~ is smooth up to XK 
(4.1) 
By Corollary 3.26, these conditions determine G,1 uniquely- when Re,u > 0. 
The restriction of Gl to any causal neighborhood of y is equal to the local 
forward fundamental solution EC constructed in Section 1. Explicitly, this is 
given by (1.30), (1.31) and (1.33), and these representations exhibit the 
singularity of Et on the forward characteristic cone with vertex y. We shall 
now obtain representations of G$ which show how this singularity is 
reflected at the boundary. 
We begin with the distribution ul,,,([) E @‘(IF?) of Lemma 2.16. When 
Re y and Re(A -,u) are sufficiently large, this is the continuous function 
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given by (2.8). So it follows at once from Lemma 2.12 that, for all 
CAP) E c2, 
= 2 @)A1 -l”)j ~.~+~(g. 
j=O j! 
(4.2) 
Also, 
assuming, for simplcity, that 4 & Z. 
To obtain another form of !PA,@, valid in a neighborhood of [ = 1, one can 
appeal to a well-known identity, 
F(a, b; c; z) = 
I-(c) T(c - a - b) 
T(c - a) r(c - b) 
F(a,b;a+b-c+ 1; 1 -z) 
+z-(c)T(a+b-c) 
r(a) T(b) 
(1 - z)c-‘I-b 
xF(c-a,c-b;c-a-b+ 1; l-z), (4.4) 
where it is assumed that c # 0, -l,..., a+b-c@Z, and O<z< 1; see, for 
example, [4]. Each term in the second member can be transformed further by 
means of the identity 
F(a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)C-‘-~F(C - a, c - b; c; z), 
and one obtains 
zc- ‘F(u, b; c; z) = 
Z-(c) T(c - a - b) 
qc - a) I-(c - b) 
xF(b-cc l,a-c+ l;a+b-c+ 1; 1 -z) 
+I’(c)T(a+b-c) 
r(a) T(b) 
(1 - Z)c--b 
XF(l-b,l-aa;a+b-c+l;l-z). (4.5) 
Again, one can replace z by z-l in (4.4) and then transform the second 
member by using 
F(a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)-~F(c - a, b; c; z/(z - 1)); 
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note that z--f z/(z - 1) corresponds to l -z-l -+ 1 -z. One thus finds that 
zPF(a, b; c; z-1) = 
z-(c) T(c - a - b) 
T(c - a) T(c - b) 
xF(a,a--c+1;a+b-e+l;l-z) 
+ T(c) qa + b - c) 
Q 1 F(b) 
(z - i)e-a-* 
xF(l -&c--&c--a--b+ 1; 1 -z). (4.6) 
From these identities, we deduce 
(4.7) LEMMA. Assume that ,I 6?i Z. Then 
x FQ, 1 -P; I; 1 - C). (4.8j 
ProoJ Suppose first that 1 G? Z, 2~ G Z and that ReJ. > 1. Then (4.2) 
and (4.3j give Y,,, as a continuous function on iR. If one transforms (4.2) 
by means of (4.5) and (4.3) by means of (4.6) one obtains (4.8), taking into 
account the identity 
The validity of (4.8) for all I E C\Z and all ,D now follows from 
Lemmas 2.12 and 2.16, and the uniqueness of analytic continuation. 
At this point we digress to prove the assertion made in the last section, in 
connection with Eq. (3.15). 
(4.9) LEMMA. For all 1 E C, one has 
Y ,l,ydC) = ~A,*,2+/c(rX kE I!. (4.10) 
Proof It is clearly sufficient to prove this for k = 1,2,...; moreover, we 
can assume that ,J & E as (4.10) then also holds for 1 E C by Lemma 2.16. 
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Now (4.10) is an immediate consequence of (4.2) and (4.8) on 
(-~0,2)=(-~,1)~(0,2).If~E(l,co)and~=~++,when(4.3)gives 
YJ .i,*,*+k([) ) (1, co) = =(+ + k, rA-k-1’2 
r(2k+ 1) l-(&k-;) 
xI;(k++A,f+k;-2k+ l;[-1). (4.11) 
On the other hand, (4.3) can be expanded as 
If one sets p = ) - k + E, k = 1, 2 ,..., and lets E + 0, then the first 2k terms of 
the series vanish in the limit, and it is easy to verify that the series converges 
formally to the second member of (4.11). Straightforward estimates of the 
coefficients, using Stirling’s formula, show that the convergence is in fact 
uniform in 5 on compact subsets of (1, co), and so the lemma is proved. 
(4.12) Remark. For these exceptional values, a “second solution” of the 
hypergeometric equation L Y = 0 (see (2.16)) is 
and this can be used to construct a fundamental kernel to replace the G’ 
defined in general by (3.15). 
We can now compute G. It follows from (2.20), (2.21) and (1.14) that 
G(-c Y) = c,(4x, Y,)‘-“l’W, - Y,) ~2-n,2,JZ(-~ Y)>, c,, = l/27?‘* - 1. 
(4.13) 
Here, W-x, - Y,) ~2-M2,r(Z) can always be computed as the pullback of 
(5) E Y’(R) under the map (x,~) --t [ = Z(x, u). restricted to 
;-:;r ] even though the critical set of Z is the diagonal of X X X. (This 
fol!&s ‘f;orn [6, Lemma 6.1.21 and has already been used at the end of 
Section 1.) Corresponding to the [-intervals (-co, l), (0, 2) and (1, co) on 
which representations of Yml,, have been obtained, we introduce a covering 
of X x X by the sets 
~o={(x,y):x,-yy,<Ix’-yy”}, 
ST1 = {(x, 4’): 1 x’ - y’ ( < X, - y,, < (IX’ - y” 1’ + 4X, J’#“}, (4.14) 
s2 = {(x, y): Ix’ - JJl < x, - y,}. , 
Extending E in the obvious way, by putting E = 0 on {x, - y, < Ix’ - y’l}, 
one has G = E in X0, and so G 15, is in effect given by (1;30) when n is 
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odd, and by (1.31), (1.33) when n is even. It is also clear that G IS2 is 
smooth and can be derived from (4.3) and (4.13). So it only remains to 
determine G j 2Ci, and one has again to distinguish between the cases of odd 
and even n. 
When n is odd, one can put A = 2 -in in (4.8) and substitute in (4.13), 
with the convention that, if n > 3, the resulting distributions are the finite 
parts of divergent integrals. To bring out the structure of G and G,+ more 
clearly, we shall replace Z by ~/4x, J’, and also put 
v’=4x,4’1(z-l)=(x,-JQ*--/x’-~g2. (4.15) 
Note that this is the square of the Lorentzian distance in R” between x and 
j, the image of y in ax. For fixed y, f = 0 when x is one the characteristic 
cone that is the reflection, in ax, of the forward characteristic cone with 
vertex 4’. 
After a straightforward manipulation, one thus obtains 
G / Zl = ~l,(y”/‘-~ sin np - Fi2-m cos E,B> 
x F;cu, 1 - ,u; 2 - m; -$/4x, Y,) + K(x, Y>, (4.16) 
where 
n = 2m + 1, m = 1,2 ,..., 2p ~5 Z, CL = 1/27~“-~‘~@j - m), K E P’(-&)- 
(4.16’;) 
This must be compared with (1.30), which gives 
GIKo=c:,y~*-“‘F(,u, 1 -p;t-m;y/4x,y,). (4.17) 
The correspondence between (4.17) and (4.16) is remarkable; in terms of 
Cl, one can say that each term of the Hadamard series is reflected in the 
same way at the boundary. 
The exceptional values of ,D can be settled by a continuity argument If 
,D E Z then F~‘JL, 1 -,u; I; [) is a Jacobi polynomial, and ako sin TC.B = 0 in 
(4.8). By an appeal to analytic continuation in c one can then easily 
determine ul,,, for k E h and deduce that, on ail X >( X, 
G(x, y) = c;H(x, - y,)(y:/‘-mF(k, 1 - k; ; - m; y/4x, y,) 
+ (-l)k y’y’+F(k, 1 - k, $ - m; --j/4x, yl))e (4.18) 
In this case, EJ does not become singular on the reflected front, and the 
singularity there of Gz comes from the prescribed behaviour of G,’ at the 
boundary; this is of course more significant if k > 0. Note that P reduces to 
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the d’Alembertian when k = 1, and (4.18) is then the Green kernel for the 
Dirichlet problem on X. 
The case ,U - 4 E Z is more interesting. By Lemma 4.9, we need only 
consider ,u = k + f, k = 0, I,... . It is then evident from (4.11) that G 1 X, = 0, 
so that G$+ has the set {x, > y, + Ix’ - JJ’ I} as a lacuna. To compute G and 
the fundamental solutions, we note first that, by (2.13) and (2.17), 
4 YL,(O = Yf - l,,(O (4.19) 
So, with n=2m+ l,A=j-m andp=l++, one has 
Y -yn+ky 3/2-m,k+ l/2 - 5 3/2+k,k+1/2 
1 
=T(k+f) 
a;Z+ k t;- 1’2( 1- t)“; “‘H([ - t) dt 
1 
=T(k+j) 
q+k-l([k;12(1 -c>“;‘“). 
Hence 
G(x, u) = c:,H, - Y,)(~x, ~‘1) l/Z-m q+k-lc:-1/2(1 _ r)“;“’ JIzz. 
(4.20) 
By Corollary (3.28), (JJJx,) G,’ is the unique forward fundamental solution 
of the differential operator 
q -2k+1 --...-++a; -...- a;-,-- 2k+la 
Xl Xl 
1 
which is smooth up to the boundary. For k = 0 one thus obtains a forward 
fundamental solution of the axisymmetric wave equation, which can alter- 
natively be derived by the method of descent. 
If n is even, say n =2m, m= 1,2 ,..., then 2-in=2 -mE Z, and in 
order to compute G from (4.13) one must first determine the limit of the 
second member of (4.8) as 1 -+ 2 -m. For m = 1, a straightforward 
calculation gives 
K,,(C>IW)= WC-~)COSW- % log(C- 1)) 
XF’CU, 1 -Pu; 1; 1 -C)+@(C), (4.21) 
where 9 E P((0, 2)). Combining this with (4.13) and (1.3 1) one finds that, 
for n = 2, 
GIX,=x(x, ~)F01; 1 -PU; 1; Y/~x,Y,), (4.22) 
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where x+ (x, y) is the characteristic function of D’(J~), and 
1% I f(4v7,)) 
x HA 1 -P; 1; +(4x, Y,) - Wx, Y), K E Cm(~l). (4.23) 
We omit G j ~$7, which is easily derived from (4.3) and (4.13 j. 
When m > 1, so that n > 2, one can either work with (4.8), or appeal to 
(4.19) which gives 
Y 2--m,p(47 = W~dO 
For the sake of completeness we state the result, omitting the computations 
which are rather cumbersome: 
x 
( 
p--2--j)(c - 1) ~0s np _ (m _ 2 _ j)! (1 _ <)’ +jem Z!$E) 
I 
+ tu),-,(I --rUh?t-1 
(m-l)! ( 
H([- l)cosrr&U- ~10,16- 11) 
XFCp -i- m- km--y;m; l-Q+ @@I), (4.24) 
where @E P((O,2)). From this and (4.13) one can obtain G /.X1, and 
compare it with G ] ZO, which is in effect given by (1.33). 
As regards the exceptional values of ,u, the only point worth mentioning is 
that if n = 2m and ,D = k, a positive integer, then it readily follows from 
(4.19) and (2.18) that 
!.?f Z-m,&) = &~+k-‘(iX;‘(l -- W). 
From this one can show that 
Y 2-m,k(<j = G (k),(l!- k)j 
,G 
($m--?-j)(c) + (-1y+$p-2-j)(~- 1)) 
+ (-1)k 20(C) DT-‘Pk- ,(21; - 1). (4.25) 
Here N = min(m - 2, k - l), o(c) is the characteristic function of the interval 
(0, 11, and Pk-,(.) is a Legendre polynomial; if m > k, this last term must be 
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omitted, and if m = 1, the singular terms must be omitted. From this and 
(4.13) one can easily derive G. 
The distribution Y,,,, can also be expressed in terms of Legendre 
functions; for certain purposes this is more convenient, but it will be 
discussed here. 
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